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1 Introduction
Relativistic trace anomalies (see [1] for a review) give non-trivial constraints on the possible
infrared (IR) dynamics which can emerge from an ultraviolet (UV) unitary theory. In 2
dimensions this is established by Zamolodchikov c-theorem [2]. In 4 dimensions the mono-
tonicity property of the anomaly coecient a (a-theorem) was rst conjectured in [3]; a
perturbative proof was given by [4{6] with the local renormalization group (RG) equations.
A proof using dispersion relations was given in [7, 8].
The local RG equations [4{6] are derived imposing the Wess-Zumino (WZ) consistency
conditions for the trace anomaly [9, 10] of the theory in a generic gravity background with
spacetime-dependent couplings. It is a very useful tool to study relativistic RG ows nearby
conformal xed points in various dimensions [11{16] and it has also interesting applications
in the supersymmetric case [13, 17, 18]. For reviews see [19, 20].
Genuine anomalies correspond to terms which are intrinsic properties of the eld theory
and do not depend on the choice of counterterms used in the renormalization procedure.

















counterterm-dependent. For example, in the relativistic case in 4 dimensions the trace of
the energy-momentum tensor contains the following terms:




The anomaly coecient a coincides, at the xed point, with the decreasing function in the a-
theorem, while c has no monotonicity property [21]. The coecient b vanishes at conformal
xed points due to the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions. Moreover, as we will show, it
is possible to choose counterterms in such a way that it vanishes along a specic RG ow
trajectory which interpolates between an UV and an IR xed point. The a0 coecient can
be shifted by a counterterm in the vacuum functional which is proportional to R2 and so it
is not a genuine scheme-indepedendent anomaly. However, this term could still play a role
in the monotonocity properties of the RG ow. For example, following [22, 23] one may
consider the dierence between the UV and IR a0 coecient a0 = a0UV  a0IR along a given
RG ow trajectory; in a scheme where b = 0 along the RG ow, this is a monotonically-
decreasing quantity. Note that it explicitly depends on the given RG trajectory and not
just on its end points. In [22, 23] it was conjectured that the minimum of a0 among all
the possible RG ows coincides with a = aUV   aIR .
It is interesting to explore trace anomalies also in the non-relativistic case, in order
to study non-trivial constraints on the renormalization group ow.1 At a generic scale-
invariant xed point, various relative scaling of space and time, which are parameterized
by the dynamical exponents z, are in principle allowed i.e.
xi!exi ; t!ezt : (1.2)
Moreover, the details of the anomaly structure depend crucially on the symmetry content
of the theories, in particular if we require or not boost invariance and also if we require
or not integrability of time slices of the gravitational background (Frobenius condition).
This condition is important for causality when the gravitational background is physical;
on the other hand, in order to dene the energy-momentum tensor, we need to consider
generic variations of the background metric, including the ones which do not satisfy the
Frobenius condition.
Scale anomalies in theories without boost invariance (Lifshitz) were studied by several
authors, e.g. [24{29]. It turns out that, in all the cases that have been studied so far,
the scheme-independent trace anomalies at the xed point have vanishing Weyl variation
(type B [30]2).
In this paper we will be interested in the case with boost invariance. The natural back-
ground is provided by the Newton-Cartan (NC) gravity. Two dierent attitudes concerning
trace anomalies are possible:
1One may wonder if a non-relativistic trace anomaly can be obtained as an infrared limit of a relativistic
one. This is not the case because the relativistic scale symmetry is explicitly broken by the mass gap which
is necessary to have a non-relativistic limit. Indeed relativistic trace anomaly coecients count the number
of massless degrees of freedom, which is zero for a z 6= 1 xed point. The non-relativistic scale symmetry
is an IR emergent phenomenon which does not exist in the far relativistic UV.
2Anomalies with non-trivial Weyl variation are instead called of type A; they correspond to non-trivial

















 The case where causality is not required on the gravity background; this setting was
rst studied by [31]. In this case the anomaly in 2 + 1 dimensions and for z = 2 has a
very rich structure, because an innite number of terms can be written by dimensional
analysis. All these terms live in separated sectors, which are labelled by the integer
Nn. A Weyl variation does not change the value of Nn and the WZ consistency
conditions can be studied independently in each separated sector, where just a nite
number of terms is present. In particular, in the simplest sector Nn = 0 the anomaly
structure is identical to the trace anomaly of relativistic theories in 4 dimensions and
a natural type A candidate for a monotonicity theorem is the coecient of the E4
term. The calculation of the Nn = 0 anomaly in the case of a free scalar was recently
done in [32].
 The case in which the Frobenius condition is imposed has a much simpler anomaly
structure. For d = 2 + 1 and z = 2, the number of terms allowed by dimensional
analysis is nite [33] and the only scheme-independent anomaly turns out to be of
type B [28, 33].
The purpose of the present paper is to initiate an analysis, using the local RG formal-
ism, of the non-relativistic scale anomalies in theories with Galilean boost invariance. We
focus on the d = 2 + 1 and z = 2 case, and we explore both the case with and without
Frobenius condition:
 The structure of the local RG equation in the simplest sector Nn = 0 of the case
without Frobenius conditions turns out to be the same as for the relativistic theories
in 4 dimensions.
 If we impose the Frobenius conditions, there is no scheme-independent a-theorem
candidate. However it is still interesting to study the local RG equations; for example
it might be possible to identify monotonic scheme-dependent quantities analog to the
a0 of the relativistic four-dimensional case. A similar study, in the case without boost
invariance, was done in [29].
We also study in detail the Nn = 1 sector of the anomaly without Frobenius conditions
and we nd that no anomaly is allowed by WZ consistency condition. We leave the study
of higher sectors with Nn > 1 as a challenging problem for further investigation; it could
be that these sectors contain some interesting candidates for monotonicity theorems.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Newton-Cartan geometry
The Newton-Cartan (NC) gravity is a covariant version of Newtonian gravity; putting
non-relativistic theories in a Newton-Cartan gravitational background is a very useful tool
in condensed-matter physics because it gives the natural sources for the operators in the

















A NC gravity background is dened by the tensors h , h
 , and by the vectors v
and n with properties:
nh
 = 0 ; nv
 = 1 ; (2.1)
hh = 

   vn = P ; hv = 0 : (2.2)
As a further ingredient, a U(1) gauge potential A for the number particle symmetry must
be introduced. Causality is specied by the Frobenius condition, which takes the form
dn ^ n = 0 ; (2.3)
where the 1-form n = ndx
 species the time direction.
The symmetries of NC gravity include a local version of Galilean boosts, which
are called Milne boosts and are given by the following shifts, parameterized by the
functions  (x
):
v0 = v + h 
h0 = h   (nP  + nP )  + nnh   ;






   : (2.4)
As a tool to write Milne boost invariant quantities in a systematic way, we use the null








A2   2v A v   hA
v   hA h
!
; (2.5)
where the null reduction is taken along the direction:
nM = (1; 0; : : : ) ; nM = (0; n) (2.6)
We will refer to this trick as Discrete Light-Cone Quantization (DLCQ). Let DA, R,
RABCD, RAB denote respectively the covariant derivative, the scalar curvature and the Rie-
mann and Ricci tensors dened by the Levi-Civita connection from the metric in eq. (2.5).




det(nn + h) =
p
  detGAB : (2.7)
Local Weyl transformations are parameterized by a function . In the DLCQ formalism
 is taken independent from the null direction:
nADA = 0 : (2.8)
In our conventions, the Weyl scaling of the extra-dimensional metric and of the NC
objects is:
GMN!e2GMN ; n!e2n ; h!e2h : (2.9)
Here and in the rest of the paper we specialize to dynamical exponent z = 2.



















The allowed perturbations on the background elds must satisfy eqs. (2.1). The most
general variation is parameterized by an arbitrary n, a transverse perturbation u
 with
un = 0 and a transverse metric perturbation ~h
n = 0. In term of these quantities,
the variations of the background elds read:
A ; n ; v
 =  vvn + u ; h =  vn   nv   ~h : (2.10)
At the linear order nearby the at limit, eq. (2.10) gives:4
n = (1 + n0; ni) ; v









 ni ij   ~hij
!
: (2.11)
In term of the null reduction elds, this corresponds to:
GAB =
0B@ 0 1 + n0 ni1 + n0 2A0 Ai   ui
ni Ai   ui ij + ~hij
1CA ;
GAB =
0B@  2A0 1  n0  Ai + ui1  n0 0  ni
 Ai + ui  ni ij + ~hij
1CA : (2.12)
These sources are useful to dene conserved currents. We will consider the vacuum
functional W [g ]:
eiW [GMN ] =
Z
D eiS[;GMN ] (2.13)
where  runs over the dynamical elds of the theory. The expectation values of the energy-










A   n   piui

: (2.14)
In this expression pi is the momentum density, Tij is the spatial stress tensor, j
 = (j0; ji)
contains the number density and current and  = (0; i) the energy density and current.
ji is proportional to pi because only the combination Ai   ui enters the DLCQ metric,
see eq. (2.12).













= 2(T ii   20) : (2.15)
In the rest of the paper we specialize to the d = 2 case.

















2.3 The trace anomaly without Frobenius condition
Let us consider a conformal eld theory coupled to a background NC geometry. We will
restrict to the parity-invariant case. A generic term inside the anomaly in d+1 dimensions
can be written as a scalar obtained contracting the following d+2-dimensional tensors: the
curvature RABCD, the null direction nA and the metric G
AB. We denote respectively by
Nn, ND and NR the numbers of nA vectors, covariant derivatives and Riemann tensors,
5 all
taken with lower indices. NG denotes the number of metric tensors (all taken with upper
indices) which are used for the contraction. The condition for a term to be a scalar is
4NR +Nn +ND = 2NG ; (2.16)
while the requirement of having the correct Weyl weight in order to enter the anomaly is
given by
2NR + 2Nn   2NG =  4 : (2.17)
Eliminating NG from eqs. (2.16), (2.17), one obtains
4 = ND + 2NR  Nn : (2.18)
The number Nn is unchanged by Weyl transformation. This observation has interesting
implications: the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions of the terms with dierent Nn do
not mix with each other. Consequently, we can study each sector with a dierent value of
Nn independently.
The basis for the anomaly in the sector Nn = 0 and the cohomological problem are
exactly the same as the relativistic trace anomaly in (3+1)-dimensional space-time [31]:
A = aE4   cW 2 +Act ; Act =  2
3
a0R ; (2.19)
where the Euler density and the Weyl tensor are calculated in the DLCQ space-time starting
from the corresponding metric eq. (2.5):
E4 = R
2




In this way we immediately recognize the existence of a type A anomaly, the E4 term, and
of a type B anomaly, the squared Weyl tensor. The anomaly in eq. (2.19) was explicitly
computed for a free scalar in [32].
The sectors with Nn > 0 will be discussed in section 5.
2.4 The trace anomaly with Frobenius condition
If we impose the causality condition (2.3) the structure of the anomaly drastically changes:
only a nite number of non-vanishing terms are allowed by the conformal dimension. More-
over the type A anomaly can be eliminated by a local counterterm and becomes scheme-
dependent. This case was studied in [33] and in [28] with dierent formalisms. In this
section we will summarize the results using the notation of [33].

















The condition that nM is a Killing vector for the metric gives:
0 = Ln(GMN ) = DMnN +DNnM : (2.21)
The condition that nA is null gives DMn
M = 0 and nSDSnM = 0. We dene the 2-form
~F = ~FABdx
A ^ dxB = 2dn ; (2.22)
which in components reads:
~FMN = @MnN   @NnM = 2DMnN : (2.23)
In particular, ~F  = 0.
The causality condition n ^ dn = 0 implies that dn = n ^ w for some one form w:
~FAB = n[AwB] ; wA = (0; w) ; n
AwA = 0 : (2.24)
Note that wA in eq. (2.24) is not uniquely determined; for example it could be shifted by
wA ! wA + pnA ; (2.25)










(wAwB   4DAwB) ; 
 = 
ABGAB : (2.27)
Note that  is invariant under the shift in eq. (2.25). We can use the ambiguity in eq. (2.25)
to render 





B = nA : (2.28)





whose Weyl variation is  2J .




bkAk ; Ak =
Z p
g d3x ( Ak) ; (2.30)
where bk are the anomaly coecients and
A1 = D
2R ; A2 = R




2 ; A5 = 
 ; A6 = R ;
A7 = 
R ; A8 = 
AB





ADAR ; A11 = D



















In order to determine this basis, it is important to use the following relations, which are
valid only if the Frobenius condition is satised:
W 2 = 12J2 ;
E4 = 72



















Imposing the Wess-Zumino consistency condition, we nd that at the conformal xed
point the anomaly is of type B:
A = bJ2 +Act (2.33)
where the terms in Act are arbitrary linear combinations of
D2R ; D2(





























which can all be written as Weyl variation of local counterterms (see appendix A).
3 Local RG without Frobenius condition and Nn = 0
The couplings gi are now taken as space-time dependent sources for the marginal operators




where W is the vacuum functional. The local RG generator is:
 
Z p









and k denote the beta functions of each coupling: k = dg
k
d log  . The anomaly A now
includes also terms with space-time derivatives of the couplings gk. To avoid confusion,
starting from this section, the lowercase latin indices i; j; k; : : : run on the space of the
couplings gi. Moreover, we denote by @if =
@f
@gi
the derivatives of functions with respect
to couplings. If the coupling gi has some charge m under the \mass" particle number, a
dependence gi = ~gi(x)eimx
 
should be given in the null direction. Note that for m = 0

















In the sector Nn = 0, the anomaly part of the local RG equation can be formally
obtained by DLCQ reduction of the relativistic local RG [6]:
A = B + (DA)ZA + (D2)X ; (3.4)
where















































Formally we can write exactly the same consistency conditions as in the relativistic
case in d = 4, and the same set of local counterterms can be used to shift the anomaly
coecients. A detailed analysis can be found in [6]. It is interesting to focus on the
consistency conditions that give a perturbative proof of the a theorem:





kbkij = LSij ; (3.7)
where L is the Lie derivative in the coupling space along the direction given by the beta
functions i, e.g.:
Lwi = k@kwi + @ikwk : (3.8)










then the quantity ~a is monotonically decreasing along the RG ow provided that gij is
a positive-denite metric. In the limit of small i (which corresponds to leading-order in
conformal perturbation theory), this is equivalent to the fact that aij is negative-denite
(see eq. (3.7)).
In the relativistic case, the positiveness of  aij follows from the fact that it coincides,
with the Zamolodchikov metric6 in an opportune class of schemes. Positivity of Zamolod-
chikov metric, for unitary theories, in turn follows from the positivity of the spectral density
function in the Kallen-Lehmann spectral representation, see [20] for a review.
The key missing ingredient for a perturbative proof of the monotonicity of ~a in the
non-relativistic case is the negativity of the anomaly coecient aij . In spite of the apparent
similarities with the relativistic case, the proof of the negativity of aij does not seem to
follow from a straightforward generalization of the relativistic argument. We leave this
issue as a topic for further investigation.





















Another interesting consistency condition is:
k@k(4a
0 + Uii) = 8b  aijij : (3.10)
The quantity a0 is scheme-dependent at the xed point; indeed if we add a counterterm





there is the following shift in the anomaly coecients in eq. (3.5):




i ; b = L(D) ; ei = L(Ei) : (3.12)
The quantity b vanishes at the conformal xed point; then it can be written as b = ii
for some smooth vector i. Along a particular RG trajectory, we can write i = @iG, and
then we can use the counterterm C =  G to make b vanishing along an RG trajectory. In










dt ; t = log  ; (3.13)
which formally resembles the action of a free particle moving in the space of couplings.
If the metric  aij is positive-denite, then a0 is always positive, even if dependent on
the specic RG ow trajectory. In the relativistic case, it was conjectured [22, 23] that
a  a0 and that the lowest possible value of a0 coincides with a; it is reasonable
that a similar property is valid also in the non-relativistic case.
4 Local RG with Frobenius condition
If the Frobenius condition holds, the number of terms in the anomaly is nite. In this
section we perform an analysis of the local renormalization group in the case of marginal
perturbations; in this case the study of the WZ consistency conditions is formally dierent
from the relativistic case. We know from section 2.4 that the scheme-independent content
of the anomaly is just a single term of type B, whose coecient is therefore unconstrained
by the local RG equations. On the other hand, T has several geometrical contributions
which have a non-trivial RG evolution, analogously to the a0 coecients of the relativistic
case. These coecients are not universal properties of each conformal xed point, but still
may give interesting constraint on the possible RG ows.





























B  R = 1R2 + 22 + 3
2 + 4



















































The terms k are present also in the case of constant space-time couplings and cor-
responds to the anomaly discussed in section 2.4. At the conformal xed point, all the
allowed terms with non-vanishing Weyl variations are variations of local counterterms, see
appendix A.
Part of the WZ consistency condition give some algebraic relations which can be used





























( 2id7i   11   212) : (4.4)
The remaining consistency conditions are listed in appendix B. Starting from these,
we can identify some possible candidates for monotonicity properties. Let us introduce:
















c6k   d1k   16d2k

;
~A3 =  721 + 23   411   812 + k(6c1k + c3k   d1k   8d7k) ;
~A4 = 

















From eq. (B.1), (B.2), (B.3), (B.4) we nd the following relations:
i@i ~A1 + 
i(12c1i   2c3i )  4e6ijij = 0 ;





ji   (8c5i + 16c6i )i = 0 ;
i@i ~A3 + 
i( 2c2i   4c3i   24c4i + 4c6i ) + (2e5ij + 8e7(ij))ij = 0 ;
i@i ~A4 + 
i(12c4i   6c1i   3c1l (@il) + 3(@ic1l )l)  6e1ijij = 0 : (4.6)
Each of the previous equations has a structure which is reminiscent of the relativistic
equation for a0, see eq. (3.10). Note in fact that the terms proportional to cki can be shifted
using the counterterms in appendix A and set to zero along a RG trajectory. Consequently,
we may consider linear combinations of the four previous quantities ~Ak as candidates for




ij of the previous section
because it is the coecient of the D2giD2gj term of the anomaly, so ~A1 is identied with
the a0 term.
5 The Nn > 0 sectors
In the absence of Frobenius condition (2.3), the number of possible terms in the anomaly
basis is innite. Each term can be formed solely by a combination of vectors nA, covariant
derivatives DA, curvature tensors RABCD and metric tensors G
AB. These terms can be
conveniently organized and classied. A convenient way is to introduce an integer number
Nn labelling the number of DLCQ vectors nA entering the term. This partition splits
the innite terms into innite sectors identied by the value of Nn. This has a double
advantage: a) Since a Weyl transformation does not modify the value of Nn, anomalies
can be studied separately in each sector Nn; b) Although the number of sectors is innite,
the possible anomaly terms are nite within a given sector.
Inside each sector, the following relations limit the number of possible terms:
I the internal symmetries of the curvature tensors,
II the Bianchi identity
DERABCD +DCRABDE +DDRABEC = 0 ; (5.1)
III since nA generates an isometry, the following Lie derivatives vanish
Ln(GAB) = 0 ;
Ln(R) = 0 ;
Ln(RAB) = 0 ;
Ln(RABCD) = 0 :
(5.2)
Let us x a value of Nn. Then, a dimensional analysis constraints the number NR of
curvature tensors entering the anomaly term to the following
0  NR 
(
1
2(Nn + 3) if Nn odd
1


















This splits the sector Nn into distinct subsectors labelled by NR. Once NR is xed,
the number of covariant derivatives ND is also xed according to eq. (2.18). We will often
make use of the following commutation relation to move terms into dierent subsectors NR






+ : : :
 RPB1MNXA1:::AkPB2:::Bl   : : :
(5.4)
The following systematic procedure can be applied to nd a basis of terms entering
the anomaly for each separate sector Nn:
a) Find all the possible subsectors with NR going from 0 to the value (5.3).
b) Start from NR = 0; use repeatedly eq. (5.4) to move terms of this subsector to subsectors
with higher NR.
c) Within the remaining terms, apply the relations I{III to restrict the numbers of possible
terms in the anomaly basis.
d) Increase NR by one and repeat the points b) and c).
e) The nal basis will be the union of the basis obtained for each subsectors.
5.1 The sector Nn = 1
We apply the procedure considering the simplest non trivial sector, i.e. Nn = 1 : According
to (5.3), we have three subsectors NR = 0; 1; 2. Without taking into account geometrical
constraints, such as eqs. (5.1), (5.2), the number of possible terms forming the basis of the
anomaly is 86. The procedure above is a systematic way to select the linearly independent
terms; although it is simple in principle, it is quite lengthy and non-trivial in practical uses;
it selects just 3 terms out of 86. The result is summarized in table 1, and the basis is given
by the bold terms.


















5.2 Cohomological problem of the Nn = 1 sector
It is possible to show that none of the three terms in the basis can be written as a Weyl vari-
ation of any combination of the remaining ones. Consequently, there are not counterterms






























































































































































Table 1. List of all the 86 scalars with Weyl weight -4 built with 1 vector nA: The bold terms



























g Bk1(y) ; (5.7)
for all the terms in the basis, k = 1; 2; 3:
Using integration by parts, eq. (5.7) can be written as a linear combination of 9 inde-












The null space of the matrix Mkj corresponds to the consistent combination entering
the anomaly.
The nine independent expressions are:
W1 = ([1DA2])nBD
ADBR ; W2 = ([1DA2])RnBR
AB ;
W3 = ([1DA2])nBR
ACRBC ; W4 = ([1DA2])RBCnDR
ABCD ;
W5 = ([1DA2])(DBnC)D






















The null space of this matrix has dimension 0 and so the coecients fk in eq. (5.6) must
vanish. There is not any consistent term which satises the Wess-Zumino conditions in the
Nn = 1 sector.
5.3 Sectors with higher Nn
The problem of the higher Nn sectors is obviously the proliferation of terms in the basis.
Although the procedure is clear in principle, the problem is intractable on the practical side
unless faced with suitable computer software. This goes beyond the purpose of the present

















cannot be discarded. What is for sure is that an innite set of type B anomalies can be




is non-vanishing, belongs to the sector Nn = 2, has the correct Weyl weight and has
vanishing Weyl variation. Similar combinations can be built for any even value of Nn,
because by dimensional analysis one Weyl tensor balances 2 nA vectors, and the number
of type B anomalies is innite.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we initiated the study of the local renormalization group formalism in the
case of a non-relativistic theory with boost invariance in d = 2 spatial dimensions and
nearby a xed point with dynamical exponent z = 2.
If we do not impose the Frobenius condition, the trace anomaly and the local RG
contain an innite number of terms, organized in an innite number of sectors with de-
coupled equations. In each sector there is only a nite number of terms; in particular, in
the simplest sector Nn = 0 the WZ consistency conditions are formally the same as in the
relativistic case in 4 space-time dimensions. Moreover we investigated the structure of the
trace anomaly in the sector Nn = 1 and we found that it is vanishing at the conformal
xed point.
If the Frobenius condition is imposed, the structure of the trace anomaly is much
simpler; only a nite number of terms are allowed by dimensional analysis. Moreover, all
the quantities that are constrained by the local RG equation are scheme-dependent at the
xed point. However, it could be that they still give useful constraints on the RG ow,
similarly to the a0 conjecture in the relativistic case [22, 23]. Indeed, we have found four
scheme-dependent quantities ~A1 : : : ~A4 whose evolution is described by an equation which
is similar to the one for a0 in the relativistic case. An analogous study was performed in [29]
in the case of non-relativistic theories without boost invariance.
Several directions deserve further investigation:
 The proof of a conjectured a-theorem in the Nn = 0 sector of the anomaly without
Frobenius condition is reduced to the positivity of a quadratic form in the coupling
space gij . In spite of the formal similarities with the relativistic case, the proof does
not seem to be trivial. It would be interesting to check this issue in examples and
eventually to search for a proof.
 The anomaly sectors without Frobenius condition may contain other type A anoma-
lies. Unfortunately the number of terms quickly proliferates as we increase Nn; a
more ecient strategy is needed for a systematic analysis.
 We studied in detail just the z = 2, d = 2 case. The DLCQ reduction still works for
generic z, provided that one assigns dierent Weyl weights to dierent components

















d+ z is an even number; the case that we considered is one of the simplest and most
commonly used in condensed matter applications. It would be interesting to study
other combinations (d; z).
 The scheme-dependent quantities ~A1 : : : ~A4 are constrained by the local RG group
equation in the Frobenius case. The monotonicity of these quantities is another
open question.
 In the conjecture proposed in [22, 23], the minimum of the quantity a0 along all
the possible RG ows is related to the dierence a, which is a independent on the
RG trajectory. It would interesting to nd scheme-independent quantities related to
~A1 : : : ~A4 in a similar way.
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A Local counterterms in the Frobenius case











We use the Weyl variations in table 2.
The variation of each term induces a shift in the anomaly coecients in eq. (4.1). The
local RG equations in eq. (4.4) and in appendix B are invariant under these shifts; this
provides several non-trivial cross-checks of our calculations. The list of the shifts induced




2   12K1(D2)R ; (A.2)
1 = i@iK1 ; d
3
i = 24@iK1 ; 
10 =  12K1 ;
c1i = 12@iK1 ; e
1
ij = 12@ijK1 : (A.3)
2. Countertem K2:
(K2(
  2)2) = i@iK2(
  2)2 + 2K2(D2)(
  2) ; (A.4)
2 = 4L(K2) ; 3 = L(K2) ; 4 =  4L(K2) ; 11 =  4K2 ;
12 = 2K2 ; c
2
i = 4@iK2 ; c
3
i =  2@iK2 ; d4i = 8@iK2 ;
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Table 2. Weyl variation of several terms.





















i = @iK3 : (A.7)














2AB   4D2+ 4R+ 24
 ; (A.8)
3 = L(K4)  8K4 ; 4 = 24K4 ; 5 = 4K4 ; 7 = 8K4 ;
8 =  3K4 ; 11 =  4K4 ; 12 = 2K4 ; c6i = 2@iK4 ;


































5 = L(K5) + 2K5 ; 6 =  2K5 ; 9 = 1
2
K5 ; 
11 =  6K5 ;







i = 12@iK5 ; e
2
ij = 6@ijK5 :
(A.11)
6. Counterterm K6:
(FJ2) = (F (
  2+R=6)2) = L(F )(




L(F ) ; 2 = 4L(F ) ; 3 = L(F ) ;
4 =  4L(F ) ; 5 =  2
3
L(F ) ; 6 = 1
3
L(F ) : (A.13)
B Consistency conditions with Frobenius conditions
The WZ consistency conditions generate the algebraic constraint in eq. (4.4) and the fol-
lowing system of dierential equations:





























 24c4i +4c6i +L( d1i 4d7i )+(2e5ij+8e7(ij))j = 0 ; (B.3)
@i(
11+212 610) @i(3kc1k 2kd7k) 6c1i 3c1l (@il)+3(@ic1l )l






c2i c3i +6c4i c6i +2je7[ij] = 0 ; (B.5)




































































i +@jL(d7i ) @je7ikk = 0 ; (B.9)
@i@j(6
10 12)+6@jc1i @jc3i (@jl)(@ld6i ) l(@l@jd6i ) (@il)(@jd6l ) d6l @i@jl (B.10)
 e5ij+2e6il(@jl)+4e6ij 2(@je6il)l 4e7ij l@lf1ji f1li(@jl) f1jl(@il)+2k1ljil = 0 ;
12e1ij 2e3ji e5ij 2l@lf2ij 2f2il(@jl) 2f2jl(@il) 2k1ijmm
 2d6l (@i@jl)+@ij(1210 212) = 0 (B.11)
 @id1j+2f1ij+2f1il(@jl) 4f3ij+2Tljil = 0 (B.12)
 (@id6l )(@j@kl) d6l (@j@k@il)+6@ie1jk @ie3jk @ke5ij f1il(@j@kl) (@il)(@lf2jk) (B.13)
 l(@l@if2jk) 2(@if2kl)(@jl) 2f2kl(@j@il)+2k1jki @i(k1kljl)+k1jkl(@il)
 4k2jki l(@lTjki) Tjkl(@il) 2Tlji(@kl)+4qlijkl+@i@j@k(610 12) = 0 ;
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